
NUFACT 11 SPC meeting III

Agenda 

1. Summary of local organizing committee work 

Abstract submission for WG and Poster

see web site http://nufact11.unige.ch/

International Neutrino Summer School; 

good progress – thanks Debbie! see 

http://dpnc.unige.ch/NeutrinoSummerSchool2011/

2. Round table discussion

2.1Invitees

2.2 workshop questions to be sifted for the round table

3. plenary talks (Ilias)

4. Status from parallel session conveners

5. NUFACT discussion (on last day?) 

6. summary of actions and next meeting 

http://nufact11.unige.ch/
http://dpnc.unige.ch/NeutrinoSummerSchool2011/


Round table discussion (I)

will take place in CERN auditorium after the parallel sessions in the afternoon 

of the first day. 

16:00PM 1h CERN seminar 

LHC and the neutrino paradigm  Goran Senjanovic agreed

17:00 PM 1h 30m Round table discussion:

Future Neutrino Facilities in the Global Physics Environment (title OK?)

confirmed:

S. Bertolucci, S. Myers, K. Nishikawa, M. Spiro, J. Womersley, F. Zwirner 

+ J.Ellis chair

not confirmed:

Pier Oddone, reprompted, 

Suzuki (ICFA) declined -- replacement requested NB: NEEDED.

T. Nakada (redundant with Zwirner?)  

Action: could Jim Strait re-prompt Pier? 



Round table discussion (II)

Dynamic of round table: 

will issue list of questions to panel members. 

Should be in the same ‘line’ as the workshop questions but appropriately 

worded for the specific use. 

May I ask a few volunteers to formulate a number of questions to the panel 

and send  them to myself, Ilias and John Ellis – or to whole list?

(others can do it  too) 

-- US  

-- EU

-- JP

deadline: two weeks 

in response we will ask the panel to prepare their own questions to address 

to the workshop, taking advantage of the fact that the RTD is at the beginning 

of the meeting



NUFACT discussion

For those who have been to e.g. the Rencontres de Moriond you will have 

seated through a 1h30min discussion on how the meeting should be 

(or should not) be organized. 

It is often the occasion for people to get things off their chest, 

sometimes in a surprisingly positive way – sometimes not. 

Plus: people who propose radical or intelligent changes 

are usually excellent recruits for the organization of the upcoming events! 

It is an excellent way for a yearly meeting to not fall into decrepitude, 

engage its participants and reform its format dynamically. 

Propose to have NUFACT discussion on Saturday morning

– or earlier, e.g. thursday and place more plenary on saturday morning?    


